Abstract-In this study, we introduce a hidden Markov model map matching method that is based on a cumulative proximityweight formulation. This new formula is based on the line integral of a point-wise segment weight rather than the almost standard shortest distance based weight. The proposed method was tested using vehicle and map data from Seattle area. Several simulations were conducted so as to have a clear comparison of the new weight to the traditional one; and particular emphasis were given to matching of GPS data with long sampling periods and high level noise. Overall, possible improvements to MM accuracies by the new weight were identified. It was seen that the new weight could be a better option than the shortest distance based weight in the presence of low-frequency sampled and/or noisy GPS data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Usage of satellite-based navigation devices have been increasing steadily since the beginning of 2000s. Therefore, the analysis of vehicle position measurements collected by these devices with an underlying road network to identify vehicles' true locations has become a major research problem under the generic name of Map Matching (MM). In the last two decades, numerous methods with very different approaches have been proposed. Early MM methods have been developed with the assumption that frequently sampled GPS points 1 , e.g. sampled at 1 second intervals, would be available. In the presence of such data, most methods from the last decade have been able to yield almost perfect matching results. However, these methods have not fared well in general when the sampling period between data points were long, especially when it exceeded 30 seconds. For this reason, in the last few years there has been an increasing interest for methods that can address this non-traditional MM problem of low-frequency GPS data. The major reason for the drop in accuracy comes from the increasing uncertainty regarding the travel of a vehicle from one point to the next one when measurement frequency is low [1] . To reduce the effect of increased uncertainty, various heuristics have been proposed. While these heuristics have improved MM accuracies to some degree, more research is still needed to have highly accurate methods for low-sampled GPS data. A second thing to note is that the accuracy of an MM method can also vary depending on the chosen network's road sparsity, and the GPS device's measurement quality. While it is possible to get almost 100% accuracy with a very accurate GPS receiver, while traveling on a sparse network free of urban canyons, such high accuracy cannot be expected in every problem. For this reason, there has been an additional recent interest in developing methods that would be robust to noisy GPS measurements. Any proposal that can address these two problems, while being not particularly dependent on a specific underlying MM algorithm, and not relying on extra data (using only positioning data), can benefit MM methods in general.
For MM methods, some concepts always remain essential; and the above goal could be achieved by improving the measures related to these. The proximity concept of spatial closeness between observed GPS points and road segments in the network is one of these. In deterministic methods, it has been quantified as Proximity-Weight e.g. [2] , [3] , and in probabilistic methods, as Observation (Emission) Probability e.g. [4] , [5] . While formulations for segment proximity have been unique in each method, all formulations still have followed the fact that for a given GPS point, segments closer to this point are more likely to be the true segment compared to segments further away [6] . Therefore, in deterministic methods, monotonically decreasing functions of distance, and in probabilistic methods, likelihood functions of distance defined through the Gaussian distribution are most common. Meanwhile, it is interesting to note that in all these functions, that quantify the proximity of a segment with respect to a given GPS point, the shortest distance from the point to the road segment have been used as the sole argument [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . Although this is a valid approach for quantifying the closeness of a segment and a point, notice that it only relies on the proximity of the closest point of the road segment. Drawbacks of this approach have been discussed in detail recently in [12] , where the authors have shown that it could yield questionable weights (probabilities), e.g. road segments of very different geometry and orientation getting the same weights only as a result of having the same shortest distance to the GPS point. As an alternative, point-wise proximity-weights were defined for points on a segment, and the cumulative value of these weights, defined through a line integral, yielded the proximity-weight of that segment. A closed form of the proposed weight was also developed for probabilistic methods, under the assumption that road segments were straight, and the GPS noise was Gaussian. In some of the recent studies, similar formulations that avoid the shortest-distance based proximityweights have also been proposed e.g. [13] , yet without a compact formulation. For this reason, the proposed cumulative proximity-weight of [12] could be an easily implementable, yet effective improvement to probabilistic methods in general.
However, [12] has stayed short of using the proposed weight as part of an actual MM algorithm. For this reason, at this point, a complete MM analysis is still needed to see whether the proposed weight would be expected to improve the overall accuracy of probabilistic methods or not. If so, one also needs to identify under what conditions that could be the case. In this study, we tried to answer these questions by developing a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based MM algorithm with the proposed cumulative proximity-weight. To compare the MM results with the the proposed weight against results with a traditional shortest distance based weight, a parallel algorithm using the latter weight were also developed. HMM was chosen as the underlying methodology because of its simplicity in formulating the MM problem, and the reliable estimates it yields by finding the most likely sequence of road segments through the Viterbi algorithm. First used by Hummel [14] , and later by Newson and Krumm [4] , HMM has recently become a proven method in probabilistic MM studies.
Since proximity-weights are defined only through position data, in order to get a clear comparison of the two approaches, in this study we will assume the availability of only this type of data. This problem of identifying the true location of a vehicle by only using its position data, and the underlying road network is considered as the most basic MM problem. Other MM variants could be defined on this problem with the availability of extra data, such as velocity or heading direction data; and without a doubt their availability can improve matching results. Consequently, improvements reflected in our simulations could be also expected to be seen with the availability of extra data.
For our simulations, we have used the same GPS and road network data set that was originally used by Newson and Krumm in [4] . The primary reason to use this data set was the availability of the ground truth data, which helped us identify the number of mismatching segments under our algorithms correctly. In addition, the usage of this data set also gave us an opportunity to safe check our shortest distance based algorithm by comparing our results with theirs. While we will start our simulations with comparing the performance of the two algorithms for the standard MM problem (GPS data sampled at each second), our primary focus will be about their performances under low-sampled and also noisy data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in II, we will briefly reintroduce the proximity-weights, both from the shortest distance and the cumulative weight perspectives.
Later in III, we will go over the details of our HMM-based method that will be used for solving the MM problem. Finally, in IV, we will describe our simulations, and present our results. A comparison of the results and discussion will follow to evaluate the new proximity-weight in general.
II. DEFINING PROXIMITY-WEIGHTS (PROBABILITIES) A. Segment Proximity-Weight based on Shortest Distance vs. Segment Proximity-Weight based on Line Integral
Let d(p, s) define the distance between two points p and s; d m (p, S) the shortest distance between point p and a road segment S ∈ S. Also, let f : R + → R + , be the generic weight function that defines the proximity-weight of segments in an MM method, and W m (p, S) the proximity-weight of segment S with respect to p defined through the shortest distance measure. Then, in its general form, the shortest distance based proximity-weight can be formulated as,
(1) For defining a more precise proximity-weight of S, the proximity-weight of each point on S could be defined, and summed along S. Let f (d(p, s)) be the proximity-weight of a point s on S with respect to p. Then, the cumulative proximityweight of road segment S with respect to p can be formulated with the line integral along S,
Once the weights of all segments are calculated, normalization could be done to obtain relative weights,
B. Proximity-Weights for Probabilistic MM Methods:
In [12] , (2) was progressed under a probabilistic approach, where a likelihood function of distance was used as the weight function, f . Let pr(p | d(p, s)) denote the likelihood of vehicle's true location being a distance of d(p, s) away from point p. Then, following (2), the overall likelihood of vehicle traveling on segment S while being observed at p, P r(p | S), could be defined with an integral over S, which also yields the cumulative proximity-weight for probabilistic methods.
A Gaussian distribution centered around the GPS point with zero mean was chosen for pr(p | d(p, s)), similar to works [4] , [5] , [7] , [15] , [16] , [10] , [11] .
where σ is the assumed standard deviation of the GPS measurements. By substituting (5) into (4), and parametrizing the road segment S, a closed form was obtained as,
where Φ is the standard cumulative distribution function for the Gaussian distribution, and the constants are,
where (x A , y A ) and (x B , y B ) are the Cartesian coordinates of nodes n A and n B , defining the road segment S. On the other hand, if one had used the shortest distance based proximityweight function (1), along with the same Gaussian likelihood function (5), the following weight would have been obtained.
As said earlier, in probabilistic MM literature these proximityweights are commonly known as the observation probability, and we will interchangeably use both terms.
III. HMM-BASED MAP MATCHING ALGORITHM
The MM problem can be approached as a discrete-time state estimation problem, where the state of the system at some time k, X k , is the road segment that the vehicle traverses at k, and the measurement at k, Y k , is the position of the vehicle. When the dynamics of the vehicle (speed, acceleration, heading etc.) is not known, approaching this estimation problem from a probabilistic viewpoint would be reasonable. Considering the fact that the states are not observable, and also the fact that GPS measurements are independent, this problem could be solved under an HMM framework. An HMM is a bivariate discrete time process {X k , Y k } k≥0 , where {X k } is a Markov chain, and conditional on {X k }, {Y k } is a sequence of independent random variables such that the conditional distribution of Y k only depends on X k [17] . It is characterized by its 5-tuple, state space, observation space, state transition probability, observation probability, and the initial probability.
For the MM problem, HMM state space would consist of the road segments of the road network, and the observation space would be the continuous space defined by latitude and longitude coordinates on the globe. Since we do not have any additional information about the state of the system initially, the initial probabilities can be considered as uniformly distributed. The observation probability conditioned on the state, P r(Y k |X k ), would depend on several factors, such as road segment's latitude/longitude/elevation, satellite health, etc. Like in other probabilistic MM methods, in this method, we also consider a simplified model where observation probability will be defined only by the proximity of the GPS point to the segment. In fact, following this simplifying assumption, the probabilistic proximity-weights of (6) and (8) had become to be known under the term observation probability. Formulation of Markovian transition probabilities are discussed in in III-B.
A. Candidate Segments/Links
We start our analysis by identifying the candidate segments of given GPS points, that is identifying the road segments that were possibly the original segments on which the vehicle was traveling. For practicality, we have used a circular error region rather than an ellipse. For deciding the size of the error region, there has been no consensus among MM methods. Most methods use a large enough circular radius, e.g 100 m. in [10] , and 200 m. in [4] , to make sure that none of the true segments are omitted. However, this approach might not be computationally feasible. Since the road segments remaining out of this region are excluded as unlikely segments, from a probabilistic perspective, one only needs to make sure that the probability of an excluded segment being a true segment should almost be equal to zero. For this reason, in our method, we have let the size of the error region be a function of the standard deviation of GPS measurement noise, σ o , rather than have a preset value. When a bivariate, uncorrelated Gaussian distribution is assumed for the GPS noise, by having a circular error region of radius, R 0 = 5 * σ o , one would expect having only 1 out of 100,000 GPS measurements to be outside this region. Since this number is just the expectation, we've doubled this factor, and fixed the radius of our error circle as, R 0 = 10 * σ 0 , in our algorithms. Overall for all simulations, including the ones with noise added GPS data, it was sufficient to catch all true candidate segments.
Identifying the candidate road segments of a given set of GPS points is a range query problem, and in this study we have used the cell data structure to approach this problem. When identifying candidate segments, a common approach of identifying them only through identifying the nodes falling inside the error region would be insufficient. This approach would miss a candidate segment whose nodes remain outside the error region, but which still passes through the region. In order not to miss these, we needed to increase the cell size to a larger value, related to segment lengths. At the same time, given a GPS point, we can not know the length of its candidate segments before finding them; yet to detect these segments completely, we would need to know their lengths. The length of the longest segment on the network could be used as the cell size. Yet, this would result in a huge number of candidates, most of which might not ever pass through the error circle. Consequently, a secondary, finer, cell structure with a size of 100 meters was also used in addition to the larger cell defined by the longest segment length. The range query was implemented as a combination of these two cell structures, and considering the lengths of segments in the network.
In [12] , (6) was developed under the assumption that the road segments were straight lines. In spatial vector maps this assumption may not hold. Yet again, in these maps road segments are represented by polylines which are a union of straight links defined by their shape points, e.g. segment S 4 is a union of L 4,1 and L 4,2 in Fig. 1 . Consequently, when working with any vector map, (6) would be still valid for these straight links, and could be used to find the weights of links making up a segment. Since these links are disjoint (except intersection points), the proximity-weight of a segment could be found by the sum of the weights of these links. As an alternative, each link could be analyzed separately, and the whole MM analysis could be based on links rather than segments. Note that, for finding the shortest distance from a segment to a point, the distances from all the links of that segment to that point also needs to be found, e.g. in Fig. 1 distances δ 1 and δ 2 needed for S 4 . In addition, for both cumulative and shortest distance based weights, the range query for candidate identification is the same. For this reason, overall, the computational complexity of calculating both weights remain similar. The only difference is that, when finding the cumulative-proximityweights, only the portion of links remaining inside the error region should be taken into account. For instance, in Fig. 1 , coordinates of n 1 and n 2 would be used to find weights of S 2 , and coordinates of m 3 and n 4 would be used for L 4,1 . Thus, finding the intersection points of road links with error regions will be the only extra calculation that would be required by the new weight, but this effort is minimized by using simple algebraic line-circle intersection formulas.
B. Transition Probabilities and The Solution of HMM
For defining transition probabilities, topological properties of the network could be taken into account along with other available information, such as GPS points' coordinates, road speed limits etc. Since the main focus of this paper was about the new proximity-weight, for defining transition probabilities, we used a slightly modified version of the simple, yet accurate approach of Newson and Krumm [4] . For this approach, consider two GPS points, Y k−1 , and Y k , and two of their respective candidate segments (states), X k−1 , and X k . If the transition from X k−1 to X k is the true transition, then the great circle distance (GCD) between Y k−1 , and Y k would have a similar value to the shortest network distance (SND) from X k toX k−1 , whereX k , andX k−1 are the points on segments X k , and
SND | would be small, if the transition from X k−1 to X k is the true transition. For the data set of [4] , it was noticed that d (X k 
displayed an exponential distribution, and thus the transition probabilities were defined under this distribution. Since we used the same data set, we also followed a similar formulation. However, different than [4] , we let the exponential parameter, β, be a variable of the sampling interval between GPS points, Δ, rather than a constant. Then,
This change is introduced particularly to improve the MM results of low-frequency sampled GPS data. When Δ is small,
would be much smaller, as compared to when Δ is large. Thus, using the same β value for larger Δ values could lead to having some transition probabilities become almost zero; and in our simulations we have noticed subsequent Markov chain breakup as a result of this. This chain breakup, under constant β, was also observed by Song et. al. in [18] , and the authors had estimated β for each different sampling period to avoid that. In this study, we have approximated β Δ with an affine formulation, β Δ = β 0 + Δ/10, where β 0 is the base value. With this formulation, big differences between GCD and SD values are penalized less when the sampling interval, Δ, becomes large. Finally, for solving the HMM MM problem, we have used the well known Viterbi algorithm, which finds the most likely sequence of states.
IV. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS:

A. Preprocessing
The original GPS and network node data were given in latitude/longitude coordinates. The formulation of (6), on the other hand, was developed under Cartesian coordinates. For this reason, in the preprocessing step, we converted all GPS and node data to the UTM system, a metric-based Cartesian grid coordinate system. This conversion also let us avoid the Great Circle, or the Vincenty formulas needed for calculating the distance between two points on the globe. Instead, practical Euclidean distance formulations were used. Another advantage was for the range query with the cell data structure, which was very easily implemented under the UTM system.
Since we planned to make a comparison of our results with [4] , we followed their preprocessing of GPS points, and removed points that were within 2 * σ o distance away from their predecessors, to make sure that the vehicle has moved. We also identified 2 GPS outliers that were observed more than 50 meters away from their original segments, and removed them. They were measured next to a tunnel, where the GPS signals must have been weak. The value of σ o was found to be 4.07 meters using the same median absolute deviation estimator. Following this, we were also left with 4605 points out of the original 7531. In our simulations we also have noticed several break points in the road network where two nodes defined at the same point were not connected to each other, and manually connected those points. After patching the right connections to the network, and also using β as a variable of the sampling interval, in our simulations we did not observe any HMM breaks, as opposed to 100 of them being reported in [4] .
B. Standard Map Matching Comparison
After preprocessing, we used our HMM method with the cumulative (6) , and the shortest distance based observation probabilities (8) . Transition probabilities (9) were same in both simulations, with β 0 set to 1. For the standard problem, having 1 second sampling intervals, both methods only mismatched 4 GPS points out of 4605 to wrong segments. In [4] , the authors have reported no mismatch. However, as mentioned earlier, their result did not include 100 excluded points related to chain break up. Considering these omitted points, we believe our results were at least as competitive as theirs.
We repeated our simulations for 13 different periods, ranging from 1 to 300 seconds. Fig. 2 lists our findings where the number of mismatched GPS points are listed in the second and third columns. From these simulations, it was observed that cumulative probability yielded in almost the same number of mismatches compared to the shortest distance based probability, with slightly better results for periods 5, 10, 20, 60 and 120 seconds, and a slightly inferior result for 180 seconds. At this point, the limited number of sampled points prevented us from making general observations. Consequently, in the next section, we diversified our simulations with noisy data. 
C. Sparse and Noisy Map Matching Comparison:
Recall that the original GPS data had a standard deviation of 4.07 meters. This value is below the expected values given in GPS guideline [19] . For this reason, there is a possibility that the previous simulations were done in the availability of highly accurate GPS measurements. Thus, we were interested in seeing our algorithms' expected performances when GPS data might not be so accurate. For this purpose, we corrupted the original GPS data, by adding random noise with Gaussian distribution, with zero mean and a chosen standard deviation value, σ x . Since the added noise, and the noise in the original GPS data are independent, the overall noise of the corrupted GPS data would have a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and standard deviation of σ f , with σ
x . We were interested in analyzing the MM performance of both algorithms when the noise levels exceeded the original value about 50%, 100%, 150%, 200%, 300%, which would result about σ f = 6, σ f = 8, σ f = 10, σ f = 12, σ f = 16 meters, respectively. Note that the corrupted data is itself a random variable. In order to make sure that our analysis was not dependent on a particular data set, for each σ f , we formed 7 different corrupted GPS data sets, and ran our MM algorithm for all of them, with both probabilities. Each of these simulations were also run for 13 different sampling periods, same as in the previous part. The actual standard deviation of each data set was also found again by the median absolute deviation estimator, and by using this value preprocessing was again done to remove possible stationary points. Fig. 3 summarizes our findings, where each subfigure shows the total MM results of 7 simulations for each set of corrupted data. The average standard deviation of each data group is given on the top right corner. Orange color is used to highlight results where MM accuracy has dropped with cumulative probability, green color is used to highlight results where MM accuracy has improved, and white color results are the ones that MM accuracy stayed the same. These results gave us some insight about the conditions when one would expect to obtain higher MM estimation accuracies by switching to the cumulative probability. When noise levels were low, such as the case where σ f was around 6 meters, and sampling periods were also low, cumulative probability based MM results remained slightly inferior. However, as sampling periods increased, it started yielding better results. Especially, when noise levels also became high, improvements to MM accuracy became more substantial with 2% to 4% gains possible.
D. Discussion
Following our simulations, in order to gain more insight, we analyzed individual mismatches. We have noticed that the loss of accuracy for the less noisy GPS data stems from the fact that the cumulative probability, being defined through the line integral, favors long and nearby segments to a GPS point more than the shortest distance based probability. For this reason, initially when GPS noise level, σ f , was very low, as in the original data, both weights did well, since the true segments were most of the time the nearest segments to the GPS points. Around mid-noise levels, when σ f was around 6 or 8 meters, the true segments were not necessarily the nearest segments to the GPS points. However, the new formulation still favored nearest segments when they were long. This was the reason for the slight loss in accuracy. This situation improved when noise level, σ f , was further increased, and when the cumulative weight distributed more weights to farther away segments, something the shortest distance weight couldn't do.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we have developed an HMM based MM method, which used two alternative proximity-weights, the almost standard shortest distance based weight, and the recently proposed cumulative weight [12] , as its observation probabilities. With an updated transition probability formulation, our method was able to yield almost perfect matching results for the data set of [4] without any Markov chain breakup, with both weights. Additionally, several simulations were conducted using corrupted data sets, based on the original data, to assess MM accuracy improvements due to the new cumulative weight. Particular interest was about the improvements in the presence of low-frequency sampled, and noisy GPS data. The cumulative weight improved MM estimations in almost all simulations, except the ones when sampling periods and GPS noise were low. Since this weight was defined independent of any underlying method, following our results, we can conclude that, it could be a better choice than the shortest distance based weight when MM will be done with GPS data that is highly noisy or when the sampling periods are long, without deteriorating the computation times.
